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 The future stands for
◦ Changes
◦ Challenges
◦ Opportunities
◦ Risks



 In the future, nothing is impossible. Let’s see 
what are changing or will be changed from 
now to 2040
◦ Degree-oriented learning to lifelong learning
 On-the-job training, competency-based learning
◦ Time and cost consuming learning to computer-

aided learning method
 E-learning, Virtual reality based learning/training
◦ Globalization
 Exchange student/prof, mutual Recognition of 

Academic Degrees and Certification



 The developing of neural network computer, 
Micro-Electro-Mechanical Systems, computer 
artificial Intelligence, Big Data, Cloud 
computing combined together will change 
our world
◦ Unmanned Civil Aviation Aircraft
 Cargo flight first, then others 
◦ Robot air traffic controller, ground staff
◦ Airports without human workers
◦ More?



 Teacher VS Search engine and other sources
 On-campus learning VS Remote learning 
 Abstract learning VS Competency-Based 

learning
 Human teacher VS Robot teacher



 New subjects, jobs, businesses
 Aviation competency-based learning curriculum 

Developer, e-learning course provider, Advanced 
Aviation Virtual Reality Technology Specialist, Aviation IT 
Expert, etc... 

 Remotely Piloted Aircraft Systems Expert, aviation robot  
engineer, aviation AI system expert, UAV airworthiness, 
etc…   

 Civil Aviation UAV manufacturers, UAV passengers 
insurance, Aviation human knowledge  data warehouse 
for robot learning, etc…

 More?



 Technology and information explosion 
◦ Too much choice leads to riskier decisions
◦ Unreliable information sources
◦ Feel exhausted to adapt rapid changed technology
◦ The current working experience are not applicable 

for the new working environment 
◦ Technology fails

 Job will be replaced by robot
◦ Repetitive work 
◦ Management and analysis
◦ Can we trust robot?



 Be optimistic and open minded
 Know what to learn
 Find certificated learning resources
 Have a learning plan
 Robot teacher can help you, but you still need 

human teachers. Go to a University!
 On-the-job-training and competency based 

learning are efficient approaches to improve your 
skills 

 There are winners, there are losers, try your best 
and enjoy your life




